
A wasted summer
The forced resignation of elected vp finance Kyle

Peterson is probably one of the most significant incidents in
recent years involving a SU executive member. Peterson is
the first executive member forced out of office since 1974
when vp Patrick Delaney was removed due to alleged
financial mismanagement.

The reasons for Peterson's removal are obvious and
need flot be examined here. Suffice it to say that no
executive member at any time should have another fuli-time
job in addition to his position with the SU. Peterson's
moonlighting was a flagrant violation of good faith as well
as being unconstitutuional.

But Peterson is gone and what is left is an executive that
took two months before dealing with Peterson. Peterson
took office on April 1. He was not forceçi to submit his
resignation until July 3.

The latest date that the executive could have found out
about Peterson's other job was May 1, a full two months
before hie resigned. For close to eight weeks, then, the
executive's silence served as tacit approval of his behaviour.

t was finally the action of counicillor Steve Cumming that
brought the matter to council, and by this time the summer
was almost haîf over.

The Students' Union had finally managed to establish
some order to its financial business, after two years of
uncertainty due to vacant positions in financial areas. With
the undue procrastination of the executive concerning
Peterson, we now face another fewmonths of free-floating
financial management. It took close to six weeks to find a
replacement for Peterson, and if interim vp finance Glen
Gallinger decides not to contest the fali by-election or loses
that election, then we will have another inexperienced
executive member who will need time to train and become
familiar with the many facets of his job.

The executive should have acted promptly when they
saw the many problems Peterson's other job was causing
them and the Students' Union. There were no extenuating
factors involved with the Peterson affair; it was a clearcut
case of an executive member acting in an unconstitiutional
manner with no plans for changing his behavior. He should
have been forced to choose one position or another on May
1, and not the last week* of June.

t is not an easy or pleasant task to remove a fellow
executive member from office. While it is doubtful that the
executive were trying to protect Peterson, their apparent
reluctance to force the issue to a confrontation and their fear
of scandal or boat-rocking only prolonged the problem.
Kyle Peterson collected a full two months' salary for doing
virtually no .work; this in itself is inexcusable. But even
worse is that two of the four valuable summer months were
wasted in the financial and administrative areas. And that is.
mucli less pleasant than easing out a fellow executive
member.

While the executive has done an excellent job in
covering for Peterson and his successor by making sure that
hîs most important duties were carried out, 1 hope their
procrastiniation throughout thîs affair is not indicative of
their future working habits.GodnTri
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The Gateway is the volunteer paper of the
University of Alberta, and that means you. If you
are interested in working at the Gateway in any
capacity, please drop in to the office any time
(believe me, there's always someone there!).
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